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“advance and diffuse the knowledge of physics”

The American Physical Society

Education & Diversity Outreach

Policy / Advocacy International Affairs

• Meetings

• March Meeting:  9,000 — 10,000 attendees

• April Meeting:  1,200 — 1,400 attendees

• Division Meetings (DFD, DPP, DPF, DNP, DAMOP)

• Physics Next 

• Journals

• Suite of 13 high profile journals (“The Physical Review Family”)
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The Physical Review Today

• Suite	of	13	(soon	14)	high	pro5ile	journals	("The	Physical	Review	Family”)	
• Receive	about	40,000	manuscripts	annually	
• About		20,000	are	published	following	peer	review	

• 160	Editors	of	37	nationalities	 

• 3%	of	all	physics	journals	
• 15%	of	all	physics	articles	
• 30%	of	all	physics	citation





Physical Review Letters 
Physical Review Letters (PRL) is the world’s premier physics letter journal and the American Physical 
Society’s flagship publication.  —“every two minutes someone cites a PRL”

Hugues Chaté 
CEA-Saclay, France
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Life of an Editor: A Timeline

K. M. O’Hara et al. ,
Science 298, 2179 (2002)

CMS Collaboration (V. Khachatryan et al.), 
JHEP 09 (2010) 091, arXiv:1009.4122 [hep-ex].
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Distribution can be easily handled by arXiv so why the need for journals? 

A community driven filtration mechanism
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And from referees…



In summary,  
the model is incorrect, the fits are incorrect,  
and the work is (incredibly) already published. 
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This paper should be rejected for the following reasons 
No one cares about this anymore 
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All who read it will wish they were 
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This paper should be rejected for the following reasons 
No one cares about this anymore 
Anyone who could referee it is probably dead 
All who read it will wish they were 

Not only is this paper wrong, but I did it first!

This paper is a strange case of a dead metaphor coming to life.

In summary,  
the model is incorrect, the fits are incorrect,  
and the work is (incredibly) already published. 

The memory is fresh in my mind of how well PRL handled our recent 
submission. I was happy to "pay it forward" to another 

excellent paper such as this one.

And from referees…



Post-acceptance dissemination



Editors’ Suggestions

Follow us @PhysRevLett

Editorial: A Decade of  Editors’ Suggestions 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 030001 
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American Physical Society

Articles published week ending 12 FEBRUARY 2016  

Volume 116, Number 6
Published by 

™
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What Editors do
❖ Science:  Run the peer-review process

❖ Keep up to date in all scientific developments

❖ Attend conferences, visit labs and universities

❖ Encourage submission of the best research

❖ Discuss publication related matters with authors, referees, deans, funding agencies, …

❖ Dissemination and publicity

❖ Social media, website, journalists, …

❖ Editorial initiatives

❖ Editor suggestions, Taxonomy, submission server, …



Transuranium elements and the Physical Review 

journals.aps.org/prl/transuranium-elements-and-the-physical-review



Thanks for your attention!

kdusling@aps.org

Physical Review journals are your journals

We need your engagement and feedback

https://www.aps.org/careers/index.cfm

@PhysRevLett 

@KevinDusling

mailto:kdusling@aps.org
https://www.aps.org/careers/index.cfm


New Referees 

• What we look for in our referees:
• Favorable publication record
• Current academic / research position
• Senior grad students: ask your advisors to write a joint

• Supply expertise in which you have worked and published  
(Not those which interest you or are following casually)  

• Please keep your expertise and contact information up to date

https://journals.aps.org/become-a-referee

https://journals.aps.org/become-a-referee


Green	Open	Access: 
Subscriptions	for	journals	with	preprints	on	the	arXiv:	the	best	of	both	worlds.	
https://www.aps.org/publications/apsnews/201211/backpage.cfm  

Hybrid	Open	Access:		
Offered	by	all	our	journals.	
Authors	pay	to	make	papers	open	with	CC	license	

				https://journals.aps.org/prl/authors/open-access-physical-review-physical-review-letters 

Some	content	free:	Viewpoint,	Milestones,	Collections	

Gold	Open	Access:	PRX,	PR-PER,	PR	Research 
Authors	must	pay	for	their	papers	to	be	published.	

Diamond	Open	Access:	Physical	Review	Accelerators	and	Beams	

CHORUS:	Authors’	5inal	resubmission	Open	Access	after	1	year	

SCOAP3	:		https://journals.aps.org/authors/scoap3

Open Access



SCOAP3 and Physical Review journals 

High Energy Physics papers published after January 1, 2018 in Physical Review Letters, Physical Review C, 
and Physical Review D are published open access, paid for centrally by SCOAP3.

HEP papers covered by SCOAP3 are all those posted on arXiv.org prior to publication with a primary category of 
hep-ex, hep-th, hep-ph, or hep-lat.

Papers will be published under a Creative Commons CC-BY license. Authors will not be required to pay the 
open access Article Processing Charges (APC) for their articles as these will be covered centrally by SCOAP3. 
Authors will need to execute the appropriate right-to-publish agreement. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/?lang=en


Acceleration and Trapping of Particles by 
Radiation Pressure (PRL 1970)
Trapping of Atoms by Resonance Radiation 
Pressure (PRL, 1978)
Experimental Observation of Optically 
Trapped Atoms (PRL,1986)

2018 Nobel Prize in Physics


